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Ge profile oven locked door

Pull lock the mechanism to the left with the pull key to the left until it is released and noticeably 'broken'; this is the correct procedure Pros: Door lock now broken. Light off. Full use of the oven restored. Removed woman threat to call repairman at $50 an hour Cons: you can't use Custom Clean anymore to lock the oven
helping keep kids safe while the oven is hot. GE self-cleaning ovens have a safety feature of the door of the safety oven. The self-cleaning cycle drastically raises the temperature inside the oven to burn baked food. The lock keeps the door securely closed while the oven is still in dangerous temperatures, so you don't
accidentally get burned. The door does not open until the oven cools to a safe temperature. If the oven door appears to be stuck in locked mode, remove the problem and unlock the door. Step 1 Allow the oven to cool if there is food inside the oven and unlock the door as soon as the oven reaches room temperature.
Step 2 Press and hold the button to release the latch while moving the latch to the left on the mechanical latch ovens. Turn the Set or Temperature button to the Clean position and slide the lock to the left if the oven has buttons. Switch the circuit breaker in your home circuit breaker to off to turn off the oven power. Leave
her for a few minutes. Turn on the circuit breaker and unlock the door. Step 4 Turn off the oven by pressing the Clear/Off button if the oven locks while baking. Wait for the oven to cool down and unlock the door. Step 5 Press the Self Clean button on the oven and use the number pad to set the oven to complete the one-
hour self-cleaning cycle. Press Start to start the cycle. Wait 60 seconds and press the Clear/Off button. Unlock the door. Step 6 Set the oven to complete the one-hour self-cleaning cycle and allow it to complete the cycle. Wait for the oven to cool to room temperature. Unlock the door. If the door still does not unlock,
contact a qualified service technician and check the oven. If the LOC DOOR flashes on your range display or wall oven and the self-cleaning cycle has not been selected, first check that the Control Lock function has not been connected. For instructions specific to your model, refer to the operating instructions. Download
a copy of the operating instructionsSuch as it is not a control (child) fuse, follow the following steps to reset the control:Motorized switch With the door open, locate the door lining switch on the front of the oven. It will look like a small black column or dowel. Push it in until the oven cavity light goes out, which means the
oven believes the door is closed. When holding the door frame switch in this position, perform the following steps. Press the Clean pad button, wait 10 seconds. After starting the cycle, immediately press clear/off or cancel the block to cancel it. Wait 10 seconds for the display to the door should be unlocked and should
not need to be operated. Manual switchSuch the Clean washer. Close the door. Slide the latch to lock the door. Immediately press the cancel button. Unlock the door. If the above situation is not remedied, a service may be required. For service, please schedule an appointment with ge appliances factory service. The
oven door was accidentally lockedIs if there is food in the oven, let the oven cool to room temperature and try to release the door. If there is no food or dishes in the oven, start the self-cleaning cycle and press the Clear/Off button after 60 seconds. If the door does not unlock, start a short self-cleaning cycle (1-2 hours).
For electronic ranges, there is little chance that turning off the circuit breaker for a few minutes and turning it on can release the door latch to the off one. If the door does not open and you have food in the oven, wait until the oven cools completely and try again. If it still does not open, a service is required. The door does
not unlock after self-cleanSureThese unlock the following door: Unplug the power to range for 30 seconds. Reconnect the power and see if the door disconnects. If the door does not boil and you do not have food in the oven, set the oven for cleaning for 1-2 hours. Wait approximately 30 minutes for the oven to cool down
and try to unlock the door. If the door unlocks, the control resets itself and there should be no more problems. Do not make a latch at any time. If the door does not unlock, you may require service. For service, please schedule an appointment with ge appliances.On models with mechanical locks:Once the oven is
automatically inserted to the left after a self-cleaning cycle (approximately 30-90 minutes). (Some older models have a lock release button that must be dried when you move the latch.) Models with oven set and temperature knobs must have these knobs set in the cleaning position before the latch can be moved to the
left. If your door doesn't unlock, try turning these buttons back to Clean, and then slide the latch. Do not make a latch at any time. Oven door locks during baking? 3 Answers from these members: I am very sorry that you have trouble with the oven, especially during the holidays. I'm assuming it's locked after a self-
cleaning cycle. I did some research for you on managemylife.com and found an article and expert response that I hope will solve the problem. If a service is required, I have attached a link to searshomeservices.com. I hope the links listed below will help you until your expert can respond. Disconnect the power supply to
the range for 1-2 seconds and reconnect it. This causes the electronic range control (clock) to be reset. Press cancel and see if the door unlocks. If that doesn't work, try setting the range to a clean cycle for 30 minutes. Allow the range to heat for 5-10 minutes and Cycle. If the door still does not unlock, the door lock
assembly will have to be removed from the range and the engine and micro switch tested with volt/ohm meter. This is best done by a technician. If that's the case, I suggest you go to services.sears.com/shs/category/repair?sid=MMLxexpertxmerch get a Sears technician to fix the range. lock latch my ge profile oven
came down in lockposition while the door was open.how to get the latch to return to the open position? Do you want to get up-to-date information about new answers? this question 1 Reset the circuit breaker. Reset the oven computer by switching the circuit breaker that controls the oven to off for five minutes. The circuit
breaker can be in your garage or on the outside of your house. The best way to find out which switch powers your kitchen is through trial and error. Leave the light on in the kitchen and try each switch, one by one. Turn off the switch for a while and switch it back to him. You will know that the oven reset, because the oven
time will flash 12:00. [1] Many houses or apartments will mark circuit breakers to avoid this process. 2 Test the cleaning settings. If the oven is still locked, press the self-cleaning button again to start the cycle. Let it go for 30 seconds, and then cancel the self-cleaning cycle. Try the door lock lever again. It is important to
note that after starting the self-cleaning function, it is necessary to wait until the oven cools down. 3 Set a new cycle. Program a short self-cleaning cycle for one to two hours. Let the oven cool down and try again. If you're still out of luck and have waited enough time (one to three hours), it's time to turn off the oven
power. 4 Remove all energy from the oven. Return to the circuit breaker that controls the oven and turn it off. Go back to the oven and test to see if the lock works briefly. Now gently move the oven from against the wall. Monitor the power supply that attaches to the wall and unplug the power supply. [2] If you plan to
unlock the oven door manually, unplug the oven. 1 Wait. Make sure you wait more than an hour after the end of the self-cleaning cycle to unlock the oven. It may be too hot to handle before that. It should not be unlocked until the oven has cooled down. [3] 2 Check the power supply. Disconnect the oven from the
electrical drain by tilting the circuit breaker or completely disconnecting the oven from the wall. If you have already tried to solve the problem with the oven, you should try to remove all the energy from the oven. [4] Follow the cables at the back of the oven to avoid disconnecting the gas cable. 3 Use a wire hanger.
Spread out the wire hinge and make a hook that you can use to turn the switch. Slide the flat hook through the space between the door and the main part of the GE oven. Place the hook over the latch. Gently press to release the lock. This can take several attempts. Be careful not to damage with a wire hanger. [5] If you
still receive an error message that your door is locked even if it isn't, press cancel or turn it off to delete the message. 4 Unplug the oven door. If there are screws near the top or front that attach the top of the oven to the base, unscrew them and pull the top of the oven up. Many newer furnaces will have these screws
more hidden than older models. Once inside the oven, switch the lock from inside the oven. The lock should be at the top of the center of the door. You should see a clear latch that is adjustable. You will need a friend to help you lift the heavy hob when switching the lock. If you still receive an error message that your
door is locked even if it isn't, press cancel or turn off to remove the message. Many furnaces place these screws on the inside of the oven, so you will need to try another technique or call a specialist. [6] Add a new question Question My oven is locked open and has never started a cleaning cycle. Can I unlock it without
unscrewing it? We were able to unlock ours by pressing the button on the top left side of the door edge. When you press it, the inner light also lights up. The oven must be cooled to open the door. Question When I try to use my oven, loc says in large orange letters on a digital screen. How do I unlock it? Try pressing the
0 &amp; 9 buttons at the same time. Q How do I change degrees Celsius to Fahrenheit? It comes from a manual for my GE oven. Temperature change: 1) Touch the Bake and Broil HiLo pads simultaneously for 3 seconds. 2) Touch the Broil HiLo washer and cooking time at the same time. Either F (Fahrenheit) or C
(Celsius) appear on the display. 3) Touch the Broil Hi/Lo washer and cooking time again at the same time. F (Fahrenheit) appears on the display. 4) Touch the Start pad. Your oven should now be in fahrenheit when using it. Question We bought a new GE furnace and are trying to connect it, but the door is locked and we



can't open it to get parts from the inside. What should I do? Check the operating instructions or other paperwork that may contain instructions for unlocking the door. If you can't find it, a quick phone call from the company you purchased it from should fix the problem. Q How do I unlock a GE oven when I press a clean
button? The oven will automatically unlock when cleaning is complete. The question I stopped self-cleaning mode 45 seconds before it was finished. Does the oven have to cool down before it unlocks? Yes. You have to wait about 10 minutes and it will unlock for you. Ask thanks! Thanks! This article was co-authored by
our trained team of editors and researchers who confirmed it for accuracy and complexity. wikiHow Content Management Team closely monitors the work of our editors to ensure that each article is supported by a trusted and meets our high quality quality This article has been viewed 156,438 times. Co-authors: 4
Updated: December 7, 2019 Views: 156,438 Categories: Ovens Print Send fan mail to authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 156,438 times. Times.
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